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Presentation Notes
Good Morning, I’m Susan Wexler, Outreach  Coordinator for Community Food Rescue Thank you to the Council of Governments for hosting us and for dedicating one of your meetings to food rescue. Great sharing the stage with Josh, Sophia and Amy . We are interested in building successful models and advancing shared goals. We are a network coordinated by Manna Food Center based in Gaithersburg, Maryland.  We  partner with food donors and not for profit organizations in Montgomery County, to rescue and redistribute unsold, surplus food, every day, to people experiencing hunger.I’m going to start out by showing you how Community Food Rescue works  



Community Food Rescue
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NOTE: PHOTO is hyperlinked to Video on Vimeo.com https://vimeo.com/139401315Once the browser opens up, just hit the ‘full screen button (between HD and Vimeo in bottom right corner) and then press the > button, bottom left. Ideally, you’ll be able to test this out on the computer you’ll be using, to make sure the Internet connection works and the volume is set properly (have you or do you want me to check to make sure they have sound set up with their projector?)

https://vimeo.com/139401315
https://vimeo.com/139401315


Who’s using our matching app?
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So, it’s that easy. I’ll go into more detail about the app, but first I’d like to share a few stories to give you an idea of who’s using our technology, and what they like about it�Are any of you here today food donors?  Well, anyone who provides food knows the importance and value of having fresh, healthy, produce.PHOTO: Produce from Butler’s Orchard in Germantown… went to Shepherd’s Table in Silver Spring that day, other days their produce went to Rainbow Community Development Center in Silver Spring  We have several farmers who use our matching app.  One of our other farmers, Woody Woodruf from Red Wiggler farm, expressed the value of CFR this way: He said, “The matching tool and volunteer food runners who pick up our donated produce, allow my crew to do more harvesting rather than hitting the streets to find homes for our surplus vegetables. Kudos for making this free service available and for helping our community.”Plow & Stars is another farm that has donated a lot of wonderful produce. One of the organizations they’ve been matched with is WUMCO HELP.  It turns out they are right down the road from one another but hadn’t met – and might not have without CFR! They’ve developed a great relationship – and this is one of the intangible benefits of this kind of matching program.



Who’s using our our matching app?
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Asbury Methodist Village is another donor and  they provide pans of delicious, prepared foods.  Asbury is part of  the Sodexo food service network and Sodexo has been a wonderful partner of Manna for many years. Now they are introducing us to their institutional food service managers and we hope to soon include  additional Sodexo donors in our network.We have a wide range of donors from farms and food service ,to grocery stores and restaurants and recently Denizens brewery in Silver Spring.   The owner, Julie, said: “The mobile app is very user friendly, We have had very quick responsiveness (mostly within the hour) to our postings, Most of our donations are from catered events where people have ordered too much. We donate full trays of food. We are so happy to donate what we would otherwise throw away. It is good for the environment, and makes us feel good that we can contribute food to help others. I particularly like that we can donate as needed and do not need to make a regularly scheduled donation, We started using CFR about 5 months ago and all of our food runs have gone well.We are just starting to pilot with a Montgomery County Middle School and we have also just had a large private school sign up and several other schools in the works.
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Of course, there’s also the other side of the match… right now we have about 30 organizations receiving food through CFR. This is food from Asbury Village, soon to be enjoyed by residents of the Seneca Hts. Apts., where formally-homeless people cook in their own apts. Prepared foods from Asbury Village and other donors also goes to organizations like the Montgomery Coalition for the homeless men’s shelter that serves three meals a day to 200 men. The ChowMatch app matches the type of food being donated with appropriate organization. Rescued food from an evening catered party can go straight to a homeless shelter.The response from our recipient organizations has been fabulous
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And then there are the volunteers – the very important third partner in our matching Program.The man on the right with the beautiful red CFR hat is Bill, one of our volunteers. Here, he’s picking up food from Red Wiggler Farm. Bill is one of our many enthusiastic volunteers. Early on, he had this to say about the app: “I love how I get email notices for food runs on my computer and phone and can accept those that fit my schedule,” Bill said. “The mobile app is especially handy when you are driving and have a bit of time to do a food run in the vicinity. This is a great activity to do with your friends, family, or community group.”We really like the volunteer component of our programGives people who want to help address our county’s hunger problem an easy – and tremendously appreciated – way to help.It also gives volunteers who pick up from farmers the opportunity to see what is grown locally and to meet some of the farmers and learn about their challenges.. Donors and Recipients really appreciated the reliability of the volunteers some of whom have taken on a particular run for  over a year



78,000 of Montgomery County 
residents experience hunger

35% of public school children 
qualify for free or reduced meals. 
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I hope that gives you a picture of who and how our matching app is being used. I want to talk for a minute about the problem we’re trying to solveAs many of you are well aware, Montgomery County is one of the wealthiest counties in the nation yet about one in 15 people here experience hunger-- they may not know where their next meal will come from.  35% of all Montgomery Co. public school children qualify for free and reduced meals.



246,000 tons (23%) of Montgomery 
County’s solid waste is food waste
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At the same time 246,000 tons, about 23 %, of the County’s solid waste is food waste! Producing food that is wasted also wastes freshwater and creates methane emissions. Clearly it is a problem to be wasting food when people are hungry.  CFR  is one solution that has evolved to address this challenge.CFR’s program is helping to get more food out of the waste stream to those in need. 



Inspiration and Vision
A brief history of Community Food 
Rescue:

2012
County Council 
inspired

2013
Food Recovery Task Force & 
Action Plan

2014
System design

2015 -17
Implementation
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So that’s why we got started – this is how….2012 Interest expressed by MoCo County Council after learning about Univ. of Maryland students recovering food on  their college campus.2013  C Council formed an 8 month task force charged with developing an action plan. Task force joined the Mont Co Food Council as a new working group. 2014 Used the action plan recommendations and funding for a competitive bid to implement.  An initial planning contract was awarded to Manna Food Center, our county’s largest food bank and redistribution center. Manna team turned the recommendations into an operational program.  The Montgomery County Department of Health and Human Services has been, and continues to be,  a great partner - assisting with the food safety components of this endeavor.  2015-17 A second 3 year competitive contract was awarded to Manna to implement the plans. 



Chow Match - Mobile App

Schedule Volunteer: Rate:
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The matching app we use is called Chow Match. It  is available for free on both IPhone and Android platforms. Users can check, post and schedule, food runs on the fly.Describe what’s on the screen: donors can schedule the time, frequency, food type, amt, value, and pick up instructions-  appropriate recipients are quickly matched or we can customize the match. Volunteers are notified by text if there is an food run available. We do have some ,one-time runs, that go out by text but usually  a regular volunteer is matched with repeating runs.When a run is completed both donor and recipient and runner must submit electronic signatures to verify that the food was transferred and to rate the process on that day.



Why 
ChowMatch?
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Why ChowMatch?At the time we started  developing CFR there was no coordinated food recovery system in MoCo, There were  no software programs that could meet our needs until ChowMatch.   We liked that ChowMatch is the product of  a non profit, and that it’s developers work closely with each user community to develop enhancements that meet  local requirements.  It is not a one size fits all approach and continues to  develops organically, out of our local users experiences and needs. It has real time matching, built in food safety handling protocols, uniform metrics, can honor existing relationships, offers reliable transportation, has user ratings and is free to participants.  We also considered the  volunteer component to be key.Manna couldn’t exist with out volunteers, and for us, using ChowMatch is giving us an opportunity to engage the community in new wayBut  CFR is much more than ChowMatch  CFR provides trainings—both in person and thru webinars for donors, food recipient agency staff, and for CFR volunteer food runners who transport food. All volunteer food runners must review guidelines, watch a video and pass an online quiz as part of the sign up process.  CFR also provides grants, has a recognition program and in depth information resources and links on the web site,.  We will  also work as partners to the County in meeting the goals outlined in it’s new Food Security Plan.Easy to usee matchingHonor existing relationshipsReliable transportationUniform food safety protocolsUniform metricsRating UsersFree to participants



In our first 
15 months:

 112 Donor Businesses
 31 Food Assistance Organizations
 72 Volunteer Food Runners
 1.1 million lbs. rescued
 3,126 people served
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So, what’s the impact?These are our aggregated recovery totals since our matching tool launched in 2015. While we are proud of these numbers we are still in the start-up phase of building the network.These numbers are pretty small compared the amount of food donated to Manna and other organizations through more traditional methods  And while everyone who uses our technology – food donors, recipient organizations, volunteers – loves it, we are still very much in the building stage. One of the most surprising things we’ve found is that people in our community were just as eager for the supplementary benefits of our program – capacity building grants, health and safety training, opportunities to use volunteers in new ways and relationship building between the business and not for profit community.



Mini-grants expand capacity to feed 
more, waste less
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This is Pat Drumming of Community Development Center Pat’s organization received a grant that they used to purchase a new lift gate for their truck. Now they can access loading docks and move much more food more efficiently. This year, 11 organizations received a total of $60,000 thanks to generous funding provided by Montgomery County, Burness, and local foundations. The CFR mini-grants, ranging from $700 to $15,000, are designed to help food assistance organizations purchase the kind of infrastructure they need most



Mini-grant 
recipients 
enjoy more 
refrigeration 
for donated 
food
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The mini grants have been used by many food assistance organizations in our network to purchase refrigerators and freezers, so they have the capacity to store and keep fresh the volumes of food they are receiving.



Challenges 
and lessons 
learned…
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What challenged us was resistance to change Commercial kitchens and food service managers have their set routines and very little time to spare. They  fear liability that might result from their donations. We discuss the Good Samaritan Act and discuss date labeling and food safety . Some, not for profit organizations,  are concerned about giving people food past it’s sell by date. So educational  materials and training is key. We also meet with many of our donors and recipients to understand their concerns and  logistics and sometimes to get them started with ChowMatch, although most participants sign themselves up. It is certainly easier to throw food out but we have found that there is a lot of good will to help others ,so long as the process is not burdensome.It also just takes time to work through the concerns and corporate policies of large institiuons like restaurant chains, hotels, school systems and the military.  We  have the Forest Glen Commissary as one of our new donors. Organizing that, including their security process, took a lot of effort.  However, we are encouraged by the  slow but steady growth  of donations , the much needed food these provide and the new community relationships that develop along the way..



Where we 
are going…
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Target new donor groups like food distributors, institutions and farmersProvide a broader range of culturally appropriate foods. We have lots of grocers but need to do specific outreach to Asian and Latin markets.recruit volunteers to translate more of our  print materials and to assist with outreach to store managers with limited English.Add more robustness to ChowMatch so it is easier and more visually appealingSupport the second and third triage tiers of food recovery—for animals and compost; we will work with the Environmental Impact Working Group of the MCFC to identify major sources of food waste that cannot be rescued for human consumption. Map to identify gaps in coverage between where food is going and where it needs to go. The Montgomery County Food Council is developing a directory of all 200 non profit food assistance organizations in the county – that will be very helpful for us.Investing in raising awareness and increasing the network and supportWe’ve set a goal to recover 20% more food by  the end of 2017.



www.communityfoodrescue.org

Community Food Rescue
Together we can feed more,

and waste less
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Our tag line: “together we can feed more and waste less” is both a reminder to celebrate what we’ve achieved and our plan, hope and dream for the future.Thank you for your attention today.  I am happy to answer questions or to speak with you after the program.
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